
GTA04 Boot order and file sources

1st stage
The OMAP3 BootROM searches for a variant of the X-Loader. The search order is 
influenced by the AUX button.

BootROM search 
order

NAND flashed, no 
MMC

NAND flashed, 
MMC installed

NAND erased, 
MMC installed

AUX 
released

NAND -> USB -> 
UART -> MMC

X-Loader: NAND X-Loader: NAND MLO: MMC

AUX 
pressed

USB -> UART -> 
MMC -> NAND

X-Loader: NAND MLO: MMC MLO: MMC

2nd stage
X-Loader is a u-boot stripped down to the bare minimum to load the full U-Boot into 
SDRAM. It comes in different flavours:

X-Loader what it does

x-load.flash load U-Boot from NAND partition

MLO load file u-boot.bin from the first (FAT) partition of the MMC

(serial loader) (load u-boot through kermit protocol on UARA3)

So the variant should match the storage location. If MLO is flashed in NAND, U-Boot is 
always searched on the MMC.
what happens if not found?

3rd stage
U-Boot loads boot.scr, splash images, kernel (uImage) either from MMC or NAND. A file 
found on MMC takes precedence. U-Boot (boot.scr) checks the AUX button to pop up the 
boot menu.

U-Boot search 
order

NAND flashed, 
no MMC

NAND flashed, 
MMC installed

NAND erased, 
MMC installed

AUX 
released

MMC -> NAND boot.scr: NAND
kernel: NAND
rootfs: NAND

boot.scr: MMC
kernel: MMC
rootfs: MMC

boot.scr: MMC
kernel: MMC
rootfs: MMC

AUX 
pressed

Choose by Boot 
Menu

boot.scr: NAND
kernel: choose
rootfs: choose

boot.scr: MMC
kernel: choose
rootfs: choose

boot.scr: MMC
kernel: choose
rootfs: choose
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4th stage
The rootfs location is defined by the bootargs.
These are initialized by boot.scr and the rule is:

kernel location rootfs type rootfs location

NAND jffs2/ubifs NAND partition

MMC ext2/3 second MMC partition

Notes
Cleaning NAND
U-Boot: nand erase.chip

Cleaning U-Boot environment
will also trigger reflash
U-Boot: nand erase 260000 10000
Linux: flash_eraseall /dev/mtd2 && reboot

Warning
running a boot.scr with different VERSION number will also reflash X-Loader, U-Boot and 
modify the U-Boot environment
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